
WHEN TO USE SPECIAL NEEDS 
ADVANCEMENT RULES  

Robert A. Levine 

Westchester-Putnam Council, Hawthorne, NY 



OBJECTIVE 

An overview of how advancement accommodations work for 
scouts with special needs. Depending on the type or severity of a 
disability, scouts can have accommodations made to help them 
succeed in Scouting at all levels! For all adult leaders. 
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TOPICS 

• Why Scouting for youth with disabilities? 
• Issues you may encounter 
• Cub Scout Advancement accommodations 
• Boy Scout Advancement accommodations 
• The Process 

• Documenting a disability 
• Individual Scout Achievement Plan 
• Alternate rank requirements 
• Alternate age requirements 

• Resources 
• Scenarios 
• Q&A 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Read through topicsChallenge group on their own disabilitiesShow of hands:Who has ever had an injury that limited their ability to complete a task?Has dyslexia or trouble reading?Has trouble hearing?Has cardiovascular disease or diabetes?Suffered from depression of any other emotional disorder?How many people need eyeglasses or contacts?How many of us know someone who would fit any of the previous questions?As we can see, most of us have or have had at some point some type of disability that limits our ability to do common life or scouting activities.  These disabilities can be significant or minor, temporary or permanent.  We all certainly know someone who has or has had some disability.  Most of us are able to work around our disability, but for others it is more severe.  The same hold true for the boys and girls in the scouting community.



Why Scouting for Youth With Disabilities? 

• Scouting can have value for all eligible youth. 
• Youth with disabilities often find challenges in social settings 

and live in isolation from the rest of the world. 
• Scouting teaches skills that will help prepare them for life in 

as an adult our society.  
• Scouting provides broader associations for all.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1) Not only is scouting good for youth with disabilities, the youth with disabilities often gets more out of the program than do abled youth.  The disabled youth is usually more driven to achieve and may have fewer outlets to satisfy this natural desire.2) Leaders of Scouts who have disabilities report that one of the areas of greatest improvement is social skills. This not only applies to the youth with disabilities, but also to the other youth who have the opportunity to work with them.3) A youth with disabilities often is sheltered from things that may be difficult or frustrating to them.  They often have parents or medical personnel around them to keep them content and comfortable. Scouting, however, can help develop the coping skills that may be helpful later in life. Our programs offer youth with disabilities an opportunity to tackle kid-sized challenges, and to work with others of their age.4) Any boy can be successful as a Scout, and for many youth who have special needs, the Scouting program provides a real opportunity to thrive. It is also noteworthy that often the other Scouts in the unit become the strongest supporters of these special Scouts, and develop a more realistic view of their own abilities—or lack thereof.



Some Examples of disAbilities You May 
Encounter 

• Learning Disabilities 
• Cognitive Disabilities 
• Developmental Disabilities 
• Physical Disabilities 
• Emotional Behavioral Disabilities 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1) Examples of disAbilities:Learning disability (LD)—an impairment in which a student functions below level in one or more academic or skill areas.Present in 3-7% of the US PopulationCan affectReadingWritingSpeakingListeningMotor skillsProblem SolvingSocial SkillsCognitive disability (CD)— a condition in which a student functions below their chronological age level in all areas of intellectual or cognitive functioning.Affects 2.5-3% of the general populationImpacts vary by the individualDevelopmental disability (DD)—a condition in which a person functions below level in all academic or skill areas.Autism Spectrum disorders/Aspergers 1 in 85 youthCan Affect:CommunicationRelating to PeopleDifficulty in adjusting to changeADD/ADHD 5 in 100 youthCan Affect:Ability to pay attention and stay focusedAbility to sit stillActing without thinking (impulsivity)Physical disability (PD)—a physical impairment.Might require adaptive equipment to overcomeHearing / Vision disordersCan Affect:Ability to communicateSpatial orientationEmotional and Behavioral Disorder (EBD)—an emotional or behavioral impairment.Often unseen2) All disabilities range in severity from mild to near total incapacitation.  The greater the handicap the greater the challenge to the scout leader to accommodate the youth.  Disabilities also come in wide variety of forms.  This makes it difficult to come up with a single policy or approach to accommodating the disabled. 3) The best resource for understanding the nature of a youth’s disability is his PARENT or GUARDIAN, followed by his educator and physician.  In consideration of privacy in health matters, a Scout leader must work closely with the youth’s parents/guardians.4) In addition a youth may have several disabilities.  For example a youth with a physical deformity may also have a cognitive impairment.  Often children with fetal alcohol syndrome have learning disabilities in addition to hearing loss.  On the other hand a youth with some particular disability may be normal in all other respects.



Issues You May Encounter 

• Should the youth be placed in a regular unit or in a special 
unit. 

• Unhelpful parents. 
• Overprotective parents and parents that do not disclose a 

disability. 
• Attitudes and behaviors of others 
• Activities that do not allow participation. 
• Administering medications. 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ideally, youth with disabilities get more out of being in a typical Scout unit. This exposes them to a wider variety of people and other youth can become a support system. On the other hand, youth with severe disabilities and those significantly older, chronologically, may fit better and receive a more helpful program in a special unit of individuals in similar circumstances. For help in organizing such a unit, you should work with your district executive or Scout executive.Parental assistance is very important, but there are some who don’t want to acknowledge a disability or simply choose not to help. Parents usually understand behavioral patterns, they know about medications, and they’re often needed to help with communication and reminders. We really want them to be involved. If you encounter the unhelpful parent scenario, diplomacy is critical and you may want to request help from the council disabilities awareness committee.Many parents with children who have special needs may have been protecting and over-compensating for them throughout their lives—helping to overcome the obstacles they face. If they hesitate to disclose their child’s disability, it may be for fear of consequences. We need to be sensitive to this. Leaders must listen to parents, gain trust, and work with them to provide the best possible experience. In many cases, this will mean helping parents to let go somewhat and increase their son’s level of independence. As you can imagine this can be a delicate issue.Sometimes, due to a lack of contact or experience, other members of the unit—youth or adults—may be uncomfortable with a Scout who has a disability. We need to be sensitive to this, and work together to defuse any misunderstandings or difficult situations. We need to help Scouts and leaders learn the best approach in cases where special needs must be met.The goal is to include Scouts who have special needs in as many activities as possible. There will be, however, activities that are beyond their capabilities or beyond the unit’s ability to safely support. This situation is not unique to Scouts with disabilities, and most will understand. Just use common sense, and do your best to include everyone as often as possible.Many Scouts must take medication to control behaviors or other symptoms of a disability. If the medication is prescribed to help the individual live a more normal life, it is not advisable to take a “medication vacation” while participating in Scouting. This will mean that a responsible adult must provide or administer the medication. The preferable solution is to have a parent or a qualified medical person do this.



CUB SCOUT ADVANCEMENT 
Guide to Advancement, Topic 10.2.1.0 

The standard is “Do Your Best.” 

• Cubmasters and pack committees may jointly determine 
appropriate substitutions for youth unable to attempt a 
requirement. 

• Parents can assist by providing input on their son’s abilities 
and challenges.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1) Since the basic premise of Cub Scout Advancement is “Do Your Best” , that becomes the personal standard for Cub Scouts who have Special needs.2) Advancement is so flexible in Cub Scouting that, with guidance, most Cub Scouts with disabilities can complete the requirements as they’re written. So most of the time, alternatives are not necessary. The standard, of course, is, “Has he done his best?” It may take him longer to attempt requirements and demonstrate his best, but his accomplishments will be rewarding—to him, his parents, and his leaders. And perhaps even more rewarding because of the extra effort needed. Cubmasters and pack committees may work together to determine appropriate substitutions that are consistent with the Cub Scout showing he can “do his best.” For example, elective requirements could take the place of those required. Or in consultation with parents, other minor adjustments representing similar challenges could be made. Where more than this will be required for a boy to advance, then application must be made for alternative requirements. We’ll get into how that works in a moment.



BOY SCOUT RANK ADVANCEMENT 
Guide to Advancement, Topic 10.2.2.0 

• Rank requirements are to be completed as written, no more 
and no less. 

• Tenderfoot, Second Class, and First Class can be modified 
via a request for approval from the council advancement 
committee. (Guide to Advancement, Topics 10.2.2.1 and 
10.2.2.2). 

• Venturers and Sea Scouts working on Boy Scout 
advancement, and Varsity Scouts, are treated as Boy 
Scouts. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Boy Scouts and Varsity Scouts are expected to meet the requirements exactly as they are stated. There is no provision for simply doing one’s best, as there is in Cub Scouting. This means that some Scouts with special needs are only going to go as far as their abilities will take them. It is important, though, that we don’t read into requirements what isn’t there. For example, if a requirement says something must be written, it could be “written” into a computer; or even spoken, recorded, and transcribed by someone else. If we say something must be discussed, it could be discussed through a parent who has learned to understand a son whose speech is not as clear as yours and mine. If you have questions be sure to ask them at disabilities.awareness@scouting.org. The Sea Scout rank and Venturing advancement award requirements—unless otherwise stated in official BSA literature—must also be fulfilled as written. But one may apply for alternative requirements in those programs, too.



Can Merit Badges be Modified? 

NO! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
However, ACCOMMODATIONS may be applied1) Accommodation means that the Scout meets the intent of the requirement, but may employ those abilities that he is capable of using to accomplish the intent of that requirement. All requirements that can be met as written must be met before accommodations are applied. Several examples include:Verbally explaining a his analysis in a case where he is challenged to write that analysis --- the analysis is the intent.Accomplishing a hike in a wheelchair, where use of the chair is his primary means of locomotionAccomplishing a 20 mile cycle ride using a tricycleUsing adaptive skis2) Alternate required merit badges may be approved for some scoutsList is defined (Application for Alternative Eagle Scout Rank Merit Badges #512-730)These alternatives provide a “similar learning experience and [must] be approved by the unit and council advancement committee.”



Alternative Merit Badges 
Guide to Advancement, Topic 10.2.2.3 

• Merit badge requirements must not be modified, but it is 
permitted to substitute one entire badge for another 

• Substitute must be “as challenging.” 
• Application for Alternative Eagle Scout Rank Merit Badges, 

No 512-730, is required. 
• All required merit badges achievable by the Scout must be 

completed before applying 
• The Council Advancement Committee must approve 

alternative merit badges but can enlist the SNS committee 
• Enlist the SNS Committee to assist with the paperwork to 

expedite approval 
• This information is kept confidential  

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Approval for alternatives to the merit badges required for the Eagle Scout rank follow the procedures in the Guide to Advancement, topic 10.2.2.3.There is list defined and a form to use, called the “Application for Alternative Eagle Scout Rank Merit Badges,” No. 512-730. It can be found at http://www.scouting.org/filestore/pdf/512-730.pdf.Remember, that any alternative merit badge must be as challenging for the youth with special needs as the merit badge being replaced is for other Scouts.Note that an application for alternative Eagle Scout rank merit badges must not be approved until after the Scout has completed all those required merit badges that he is able to earn. This is because the same form is used not only for Scouts who are permanently disabled, but also for Scouts who have temporary disabilities—for example, from an injury. Some youth may improve and be able to earn a badge that was previously thought to be impossible. We want all the required merit badges that can be earned, to be earned first, and then Scouts may begin to work on alternative merit badges.Scouts are not permitted to use merit badges they have already earned as alternatives Eagle-required merit badges.



Boards of Review 
Guide to Advancement, Topic 10.2.2.0 

• Some responsible flexibility is allowed if a Scout’s disabilities 
could affect the outcome of a board of review. 

• Inform board of review members ahead of time about the 
special circumstances. 

• Be sure the unit leader is able to attend. 
• Allow the parents or guardians to attend and assist with 

interpretation and insight. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Guide to Advancement, in topic 10.2.2.0, provides the guidance for boards of review for youth who have special needs or disabilities. Most importantly, it is permissible to allow parents and unit leaders to assume different roles in these boards of review. They most likely know these Scouts best, and they can help by prompting the Scout, and assisting by rephrasing questions from the board so candidates are better able to understand and respond. They can also bear witness to his work on requirements and to his Scout spirit. It would also be wise for a board of review chair to reach out in advance to the Scout’s parent or caregiver. The more that can be learned about the candidate and his abilities, the easier it will be to create a positive, meaningful, and memorable experience.



Registration Beyond the Age of Eligibility  
Guide to Advancement, Topics 10.1.0.0 & 10.1.0.2 

• Scouts may be permitted to stay in the program beyond the normal 
registration age provided: 

• Disability must be documented as permanent and severe 
• Arrangement is permanent; not an extension of time to earn a 

rank 
• Process applies in all BSA programs from Cub Scouting through 

Venturing and Sea Scouts 
• The Council executive board must approve and can delegate this 

responsibility to a committee.   
• WPC requests are reviewed by the Special Needs Scouting 

Committee and passed to the Council CEO for review and notification 
• Enlist the SNS Committee to assist with the paperwork to 

expedite approval 
• This information is kept confidential  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1) Scouts may be permitted to stay in the program beyond the normal registration age provided:The disability is permanent / long lasting.The conditions are documented and meet qualification standards.The local council approves these registrations.2) As long as a scout is socially accepted and feels comfortable in a particular age group it may be appropriate to ignore his physical age and place him by his mental age.  If a youth is physically 12 or 14 years old but mentally 8 years old he may function well in a Cub Pack.  As the Scout unit is “owned” by the chartering organization it is their prerogative to apply to waive age limits on a case by case basis.A disability can range in severity from mild to severe with multiple coexisting disabilities capable of producing a severe impact which is greater than any one of existing “mild” disabilities”. The greater the disability, the greater will be the challenge to the Scout leader to provide a program. Disabilities also come in a wide variety of forms. This makes it impossible to come up with a single policy or approach. The best resources for understanding the nature of a youth’s disability are the parent or guardian, his educator, and his physician. Complicating matters further, a Scout may have several disabilities. For example, a physical deformity may be accompanied by cognitive delays. Often children with fetal alcohol syndrome have learning disabilities as well as hearing loss. But on the other hand there are individuals with just one disability.  Note that topic 10.1.0.1 in the Guide to Advancement specifically defines “multiple coexisting disabilities.” This refers to a diagnosis of two or more disabilities, none of which alone may be significant enough to warrant registration beyond the age of eligibility, but when considered in combination, may qualify. For example, a youth with a moderate learning disorder or ADHD may not be approved to register as a Boy Scout after age 18. If, however, another disability also exists, the combined impact might be significant.



Possible Criteria for Registration Beyond 
the Age of Eligibility 

• Autism Spectrum Disorder 
• Blind or sight-impaired 
• Deaf of hard of hearing 
• Cognitive disability 
• Developmental delay 
• Down Syndrome 
• Emotional of behavioral disorder 
• Physically disabled 
• Traumatic brain injury 
• Multiple coexisting disabilities 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A disability can range in severity from mild to severe with multiple coexisting disabilities capable of producing a severe impact which is greater than any one of existing “mild” disabilities”. The greater the disability, the greater will be the challenge to the Scout leader to provide a program. Disabilities also come in a wide variety of forms. This makes it impossible to come up with a single policy or approach. The best resources for understanding the nature of a youth’s disability are the parent or guardian, his educator, and his physician. Complicating matters further, a Scout may have several disabilities. For example, a physical deformity may be accompanied by cognitive delays. Often children with fetal alcohol syndrome have learning disabilities as well as hearing loss. But on the other hand there are individuals with just one disability.  Note that topic 10.1.0.1 in the Guide to Advancement specifically defines “multiple coexisting disabilities.” This refers to a diagnosis of two or more disabilities, none of which alone may be significant enough to warrant registration beyond the age of eligibility, but when considered in combination, may qualify. For example, a youth with a moderate learning disorder or ADHD may not be approved to register as a Boy Scout after age 18. If, however, another disability also exists, the combined impact might be significant.



Documenting a Disability 
Disability 
Diagnosis 

Medical 
Assessment 

Document Scout’s 
Strengths & Limitations 

Doctor’s 
Certification 

Disability Documented 

Educational 
Assessment 

Document Scout’s 
Strengths & Limitations 

Educational 
Administrator’s 

Certification 

Both 

(Use BSA Physical) (IEP forms preferred) 



INDIVIDUAL SCOUT ACHIEVEMENT PLAN 
(ISAP) 

• Allows parents/guardians to be involved in planning for and 
understanding how the Scouting program will assist their 
child. 

• Like and IEP, but for Scouting 
• Becomes a ‘contract’ for all to follow and evaluate from time to 

time. 
• Assists district and council people in understanding how a boy 

has developed and builds a support and comfort level for 
them regarding the boys advancement and development. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An Individual Scout Achievement Plan is like the Individual Education Plan that is used in schools to map out the process to qualify a student for special education and identify objectives that should be accomplished. The ISAP is nothing more—and nothing less—than a tool to help parents and leaders map out a plan for a Scout who has special needs. What do his abilities allow? What requirements can he fulfill as written? What merit badges will he be able to earn? Where will we need to apply for alternative requirements or alternative Eagle-required merit badges? Think about it. Wouldn’t it be nice for parents, leaders, and district and council advancement administrators to have an understanding up front? Such a “contract” could be updated as the Scout advances and more is learned about his disability. The result provides guidance and focus for everyone involved. But as an aside, isn’t this something we might do for all Scouts? Such a plan for a typical Scout might not indicate where alternative requirements are needed, but it might indicate where some special support might be needed. A good example might include those of us who struggled to produce the requisite number of chin ups needed for Personal Fitness merit badge. An ISAP for that scenario might have called for a chin up bar at the meeting place and some regular workouts! An ISAP form has been adopted by the National Disabilities Awareness Task Force and it is recommended for use by councils to document disability-related decisions for youth in the Scouting program. It can be found at www.scouting.org/filestore/pdf/512-936.pdf.



Alternate Rank Requirements 
Standard Rank  
Advancement  
Requirements 

Does Scout 
Have a 

Disability? 

Document Scout’s Disability 

Scout, Parents, SM 
and other Resource Individuals 

Craft Proposed Alternate  
Requirement(s) 

Use  
Standard Rank  
Advancement  
Requirements 

(Follow steps in 
“Documenting a Disability”) 

No 

Yes 



Alternate Rank Requirements (2) 

Submit Request to Council 
Advancement Committee 

Authorize Use of  
Alternate Requirement(s) 

Return to  
Scout/Troop  

with  
explanation 

Notify Scout and Leaders 

Yes 

No 
 

Advancement &  
Special Needs Committees 

Evaluate 
Request 



Alternate Rank Requirements (3) 

Committee Submit Decision to Council Executive Board 

Council Scout Executive 
Documents Executive 

Board Approval 

Scout May Use 
Alternate Requirement(s) 



Waiver of Age Limits 
 

Use Standard 
 Membership Ages 

Parents/Guardians submit: 
1. letter from selves and scoutmaster 
requesting change and noting  
permanence of disability 
2. IEP 
3. Full BSA Medical 

SNS Committee chair convenes  
a special "board of review" 

Council CEO notifies  
registrar and family of decision 

(Use “Documenting  
a Disability”) 

(allows “registration beyond the age of eligibility”) 

Does Scout  
Have a Qualifying 

Disability? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
a) Parents submit to SNS Committee: a) letter from both parents and scoutmaster requesting change in registrations and noting permanence of disability, b) parents also submit to SNS Committee both IEP & full BSA Medical, c) SNS Committee chair convenes a special "board of review" including at least 3 members, preferably 5, comprising myself, SNS Committee member from same district, Donna Ragusa and 2 members of Special Needs Scouting Advisory Committee (professionals in the SN community, non-scouters) & a final decision is made and d) sent to CEO Pat Coviello, who notifies registrar and family of ultimate decision.Note:  Alternate Eagle requirements & alternate registration are mutually exclusive events--plenty of example scenarios why only one is needed.  Completion of one does not assume completion of the other.  Both require an application process.



Resources 

• Parents and guardians 
• Teachers – special education? 
• The disabled youth 
• Your observations of the youth 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1) Your primary resource should be the youth’s parents.  Beyond the parents, and requiring the parents’ authorization, would be the youth’s teachers. 2) Clearly, the youth himself is a resource, especially if there is disagreement between the youth and his parents over just what the youth is capable of doing.  As a leader, you then should trust your observations of the youth in action.  3) Beyond these “live” resources, there are several publications that BSA has prepared and additional unofficial web resources maintained by scouting volunteers. 



• BSA Publications / Tools 
• Scouting for Youth with Disabilities (#34059) 
• A Guide to Working With Scouts With Special Needs and 

DisABILITIES:  (#510-071A) 
• Individualized Scouting Achievement Plan (ISAP) 

• Websites 
• SNS Committee 
 http://www.wpcbsa.org/SNScouts  
• BSA 
 http://www.scouting.org/specialneeds.aspx 
• Working With Scouts With Disabilities 
 http://www.wwswd.org 

Resources 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1) There are several publications that BSA has prepared. Scouting for Youth with Disabilities (#34059 - 2007) is out of print but available electronically on www.scouting.org and through wwswd.org.  That document includes the ISAP, which was developed by the founders of wwswd.org and subsequently incorporated as a recommended format for documenting a disability  by BSA (see Section X, Appendix 3 in Publication #34059.) A Guide to Working With Scouts With Special Needs and DisABILITIES:  (#510-071A) was released in 2013 and supplants the prior Scoutmaster’s Guide to working with Scouts with Disabilities (#33056)2) NOTE:  The wwswd.org website is run by Scouters (volunteers) for Scouters and it endeavors to present current BSA policy and resources, albeit an not an OFFICIAL BSA website.  The ISAP was developed by the wwswd.org founders and adopted by BSA as a recommended tool to document youth who have disabilities (see BSA #34059, Section X, Appendix 3)

http://www.wpcbsa.org/SNScouts
http://www.scouting.org/specialneeds.aspx
http://www.wwswd.org/


SCENARIO 1 

 
 
A Scout permanently uses a wheelchair.  He needs to hike 
and wants to join his troop for a day hike.  Is it considered 
“hiking” if he is in his wheelchair?  Why or why not? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Yes.  If this is his normal mode of transportation, his wheels are his feet. He should do it without aid (i.e. someone pushing his chair). If he has an electric chair, that is his normal mode.  If he needs a little help from time to time getting over obstacles, that is no different than another Scout getting a little advice or assistance. and would be acceptable.  Keep in mind the intention of the requirement and the learning experience. 



SCENARIO 2 

 
 
A Scout is well on the way to Eagle.  He is planning on 
finishing by the time he is 17 ½ but at 17 is in an automobile 
accident.  He is in the hospital and/or rehab for 6 months and 
cannot participate in Scouts.  Can/should he apply for an 
extension of time for his Eagle? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Yes.  Although this may not be a permanent situation, he was on track and should not be denied Eagle due to an incident beyond his control.  He can (and should) apply for an extension.  He can be given a limited amount of time (possibly 6 or 8 months) that would be give him back the time he lost.



SCENARIO 3 

 

 

A Scout is 17 ½ and realizes he will not have enough time to 
finish Eagle.  He has a learning disability and applies for an 
extension in time.  Should this be approved? Why or why 
not? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
No.  He should not be given an extension.  If his learning disability was severe enough that he needed an extension or alternate merit badges, it should have been documented well before he is 17 ½.  (Isn’t recognizing such things part of what Scoutmaster’s conference is all about?)   Documentation and application for an extension should have been submitted as soon as the it was recognized the disability was the true reason for the slow progress.  Making a case for the disability for the first time at 17 ½ is unacceptable.  A disability is not an excuse for putting things off !



SCENARIO 4 

 
 
A blind Scout claims he has completed astronomy merit 
badge.  You ask him how he identified constellations.  He 
replied, his SM punched holes in a paper plates, held them 
over his head, outside at night, in the right place for the night 
sky, and he used his hands to feel and identify the 
constellations.  Should this be acceptable?  Why or why not? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Yes.  He completed the requirement with accommodations for his disability.   We need to be creative in ways to help the Scouts be successful.  If they can complete the requirements and learn and grow from the experience, we need to figure out ways to make this happen.



Summary 

disAbilities = different abilities 
 

• We all have them 
 

• Youth who have disAbilities want the same personal growth 
opportunities that any youth does and it is our challenge to 
provide them. 
 

• We have resources to help you make that happen. 
 



QUESTIONS? 
 
Rob Levine 
scouter@ralasolutions.com 
(914) 813-8366 
 
SNS Chair: Tom McCandless 
snscouting@wpcbsa.net  
(914) 572-1887 
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COURSE EVALUATION 

Thank you for attending the WPC University of Scouting.  In order 
to ensure a quality program for future events, please take a 

moment to fill out our survey.  You do not have to put your name, 
but please let us know your position in scouting to assist us in 

our rating procedures. 
 

Course Title: When to Use Special Needs 
Advancement Rules   Course # SN101 

Trainer: Rob Levine 
 

Feedback is a gift! 
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